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Animals’ abilities
					

Level of the game

(Can/ Can’t)

A1

2+

Number of players

– Instruction –
Game objective
The game objective is to practice making affirmative and negative
sentences with the verb ‘can’ while talking about animals’ abilities.

What you need
Two dice
Animal Cards

5. 	Leaders roll the dice, the team with the highest number starts the
game.
6. The first player draws one Animal Card and shows it to the others.
7. Then he/she rolls the die. The number on the die determines the
animal’s ability that he/she makes a sentence with, e.g. if the player
from the first team drew a lion and a number 6 – sing he/she makes
a sentence – A lion can’t sing. Each team has its own set of abilities
(look below).
Team I				Team II
fly 		
dig a hole		
walk		
leap		
climb the trees		
sing		
		

bite
crawl
swim
jump
dive
run fast

8. If the sentence is correct, the player gets as many points as the
number rolled.
9. Then the player from the second team draws the Animal Card, shows
it to the others, rolls the die and makes a proper sentence.

List of abilities

Rules of the game

10. The game goes on the same way round until all the Animal Cards are
used.
11. The team with the highest number of points wins.

1. Before playing the game, print, cut out the Cards and prepare dice.
2. Put the Animal Cards on the table face down.
3. Divide the players into two teams.
4.	Each team chooses its own leader, whose task will be counting points
scored by the team.

NOTE! If you want to spice the game up, after drawing the Animal
Card, don’t look at it. First, build a sentence with the ability that the
die shows. Then, turn the Card over. If you were right, the drawn
animal can do what you said, you will get an extra point.

